Let’s Celebrate Jonathan!
A Symposium Honoring Jonathan Dorfan’s Career and Leadership of SLAC

Panofsky Auditorium, SLAC                                      July 24, 2008

Registration Check-in at 8:00 AM

Early Years at SLAC    Chair: Steve Kahn

9:00    Welcome  Steve Kahn
9:10    Coming to the US and SLAC  David Dorfan
9:35    Tau Physics in Groups E and C  Martin Perl
10:00   Mark II’s First Z’s  Rick Van Kooten

10:25  Coffee Break

B Factories and Linear Colliders    Chair: Pier Oddone

10:45   Designing and Building PEPII  John Seeman
11:10   CP Violation and BaBar  David Hitlin
11:35   Advancing the ILC  Albrecht Wagner

12:00  Lunch (no host)

New Directions at SLAC    Chair: Claudio Pellegrini

1:30    Photon Science at SLAC  Keith Hodgson
1:55    An X-Ray Laser for SLAC  John Galayda
2:20    Cosmology and Astrophysics  Steve Kahn

Celebrating Jonathan on the Green    Chair: Artie Bienenstock

2:45    Cake and Ice Cream on the SLAC Green

3:30    Celebrating Jonathan
        Family Matters  Burton Richter
        Recollections and Reminiscences  Andrea Chan
        The International Connection  George Trilling
        Best Wishes from Belle  Marcello Giorgi
        Working with Jonathan  Hiro Aihara
        John O’Fallon

Dinner at the Stanford Faculty Club

6:30    Reception
7:15    Jonathan at Stanford  John Hennessy
7:30    Dinner
8:15    Deconstructing Jonathan  Neil Calder